
Dear Bumblebees and Caterpillars,  

 

We hope you are all keeping safe and well.  

 

This Term our topic is Guess Who! Please see some activities that you can join in with at 

home if you are isolating or off school for a prolonged period. These are topic related 

activities which you can use to support your child. On our website there is lots of information 

about how to support your child with learning around the home.  

 

If you need any support with home learning or would like more ideas please contact us and 

let us know. 

 

Kind regards and keep safe,  

 

Gemma and Toni, Early Years Class Teachers  

 

 



 

Maths   Play hide and seek with different objects around your house and garden. How 

many can they find? Label the objects 1-10. Can they recognise and order the 

numbers?  

Reading Use card (cut up cereal boxes) to cover characters in familiar story books. Play 

peek a boo/ guess who is hiding.  

Writing   Practise the pre- writing shapes below with different sensory materials that you 

can find in your home. Adults could draw shapes for children to trace over or adults 

could model writing so children can copy. This could be using shaving foam on a 

mirror, pasta to place on top, paint and a paintbrush, paintbrush and water on a 

pavement or fence, trays of rice or lentils and bubbles in the bath.

 

Phonics  Guess the sound.  

Play sounds on your phone or device. What do they think that they can hear? This 

could include dog, telephone, bells etc.  

You could draw a picture to go with each sound before starting so they can point 

to or cover it when they hear it.  



Sensory 

Activities  

 Hide small toys and objects in ice cubes, jelly, mud and sand. Explore together, 

what can you find? What do you need to get them out?  

 Feely bags. Hide objects inside bags. Get the children to put their hands in a have 

a feel. What do they think is hiding in the bag? What can they feel? Talk about 

different textures and shapes (soft, hard, rough). 

Fine Motor 

Activities 

Cloud Dough  

I cup babylotion 

2 cups cornflour 

A couple of drops of food colouring 

(optional)  

Slowly mix together the ingredients. You 

could make balls and hide objects for the 

children to find in the dough.  

Playdough 

2 cups Flour  

Water (slowly add) 

A couple of drops of food colouring 

(optional)  

Slowly mix together ingredients. You could 

make balls and hide objects for the children 

to find in the dough. 

Gross 

Motor 

Activities 

 Guess who? Do actions linked to animals. Can they guess who you are and copy the 

action?  

(snapping crocodile, stomping elephant with trunk, stretchy tiptoe giraffe, flying 

butterfly, slithering snake etc) 



Video 

clips/ 

other 

sources/ 

activities  

 Any story books with flaps – can you find the animal/ object hiding in the 

picture? Who is hiding? Count down to opening the flap. 
 

 

 


